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By LIINA FLYNN

BIG Dance – It’s like
an international dance
flash mob and
everyone is invited to
join in. On April 29
people all over the

world will be doing the same dance,
which this year has been choreo-
graphed by Kokatha woman Frances
Rings, in collaboration with dance
trainer Craig Barry and Ausdance. 

Indigenous and other Australians
are invited to learn the choreography
and join in on the day, either at one of
the scheduled event venues, or
wherever takes your fancy.

“People in remote and regional
areas can take part in the dance too
and connect to the bigger network,
which will be streaming on the
internet,” Ms Rings told the Koori Mail. 

“Everyone across the world will be
doing Indigenous dance movements
inspired by Australian culture.”

Ms Rings said Big Dance is about
connecting with country and
acknowledging the rich Indigenous
culture of Australia. 

“I feel the dancing doesn’t belong
in a studio. It’s about acknowledging
this ancient land and the stories and

knowledge that lie there,” she said. 
Ms Rings envisions people across

Australia in all its landscapes dancing
at the same time on April 29.

“I can picture different clans
dancing in the saltwater landscape or
in the desert or by the Murray River or
in the Torres Strait,” she said. 

Ms Rings has choreographed for
Bangarra Dance Theatre and is now
head of creative studies at National
Aboriginal Islander Skills
Development Association (NAISDA)
Dance College, where she “shapes
the next generation of Indigenous
dancers”.

“Ceremony”
“Dance is how we have

documented our history, through
stories and dance ceremony,” she
said. 

“It’s a natural skill that our young
people have and I love empowering
them to believe and trust in that, and
inhabit space in their own skin.

“Dance training is one of the
hardest careers you can chose. It’s
about discipline and consistency.”

For the next two months, free
workshops will be held in NSW and
Victoria to teach people the dance
moves. Online choreography tutorials

are also available on the Big Dance
website for all to learn. Dance
teachers are also encouraged to learn
the dance and teach it to their
classes, in time for the big day.

“There are three dances to choose
from, depending on your level of
ability,” Ms Rings said. “The three
groups are separated into colours –
red, black and white. You need to
choose the dance you want to learn
and then wear that colour when you
dance.”

Black represents Indigenous
people, white non-Indigenous 
people and red is the spiritual heart 
of Australia (bloodline and lineage)
and the connection between
Indigenous and other people.

Ms Rings said the dance was also
open to individual interpretation, with
options for freestyling elements.

Big Dance was founded in 2006
and led by the Lord Mayor of London.
In 2016, more than 42,000 dancers
from 44 countries across the globe
participated.

In Australia, Big Dance 2018
events will be hosted in Sydney and
Melbourne as well as other venues to
be announced.

For more information about Big
Dance, visit bigdance.org.au
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